Development of in vivo somatic mutation system using antibody against hemoglobin: preparation and use of an anti-hemoglobin antibody for identifying C57BL/6 red cells in artificial mixture of DBA/2 and C57BL/6 red cells.
A cellular specific-locus mutation test is described for detecting mutant cells in mammals. The test is based upon the use of specific anti-C57BL/6J mouse hemoglobin antibody that binds hemoglobin "single" (hemoglobin s, present in C57BL/6J mouse) and not hemoglobin "diffuse" (hemoglobin d, present in DBA/2J mouse). Attempts to purify such antibody from pony and rabbit anti-sera through cross-absorption were unsuccessful. Immunization of LP/J mouse with C57BL/6J hemoglobin produced antiserum that reacted with s hemoglobin but not with a d hemoglobin. In a fluorescent antibody technique, this antibody was found to label fixed red blood cells from C57BL/6J mice but not from DBA/2J mice. In a mixture of C57BL/6J and DBA/2J red cells, the C57BL/6J cells could be differentiated by their bright fluorescence from the non-fluorescent DBA/2J cells. Reconstruction experiment with artificial mixtures of DBA/2J and C57BL/6J cells showed that s hemoglobin bearing cells could be detected in DBA/2J red cells at frequencies as small as 0.4 X 10(-6). Thus, the system is sensitive enough to detect d leads to s mutation in DBA/2J mice. Amino acid comparison of the globin chains of s and d hemoglobins shows that our antibody can probably detect mutations leading to a substitution of serine or proline by alanine at beta 20 position and/or a substitution of threonine by alanine at beta 139 position.